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Dear President Bush,

I have read of your call for a Federal Marriage Amendment to preserve the sanctity of the traditional marriage between one man and one woman.\(^1\) The proposed constitutional amendment declares that “marriage in the United States shall consist of only the union of a man and a woman” and that no federal or state constitution can be construed to require otherwise.\(^2\) I was surprised to see such a proposal put forth in light of the failed attempts at such a national marriage amendment in my time during the late nineteenth century. For over sixty years from 1884 to 1947, proposals were made by “pro-family” advocates like you to amend the federal Constitution to give Congress the power to legislate uniform laws of marriage.\(^3\) Until my death in 1902, I was one of the leading opponents and most outspoken critics of the
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proposed marriage amendment of the prior century. I write to you now to advise you of the substantial grounds that I advanced against a constitutional marriage amendment, for the arguments continue to be relevant and applicable today.

The outcry for a uniform national marriage law rang loud as I approached my ninetieth year. I weighed in on the issue, as I did with all issues of importance to women, speaking at lectures and professing my views in the newspapers of the day. Indeed, I was as “radical on the marriage question at the age of eighty-six as I had been a half century earlier.” Throughout my career, I agitated for equality in marriage, challenging the traditional marital patriarchy and advocating for marital property rights for women, elimination of the word “obey” from the marriage ceremony, the retention of a wife’s birth name, and no-fault divorce.

With the advent of a national conservative movement against divorce in 1884, I articulated a multi-pronged analytical attack on the constitutional amendment. Marriage reformers then, as now, claimed the need of an amendment to protect against the exportation of liberal state laws of marriage through the Full Faith and Credit Clause. Yet, it seems to me that such claims of threats to federalism are mere pretexts for social targets—first women, and now homosexuals. I opposed the federal marriage amendment of the nineteenth century on grounds that it stunted state democratic action, perpetuated gender discrimination in the family, and denied the true contractual relation of marriage.

I recount those arguments here in the hope that per-


5. BLAKE, supra note 3, at 150−51; ECS, National Law, supra note 4.

haps they might be persuasive with regard to the parallel Federal Marriage Amendment championed in this new millennium.

HISTORY AS A GUIDE

Perhaps I should begin by introducing myself properly. You have referred to me in passing as a “courageous hero” when proclaiming presidential support for Women’s Equality Days.7 Others know me as a reformer who agitated for woman’s suffrage with my cohort Susan B. Anthony.8 Still others have remembered me as the leading philosopher and ideologue of the nineteenth-century woman’s movement, even calling me “the most brilliant and dynamic feminist theorist” of the day.9 Indeed, I spent most of my adult life from 1848 to 1902 working for the advancement of women’s rights beginning with the first meeting on the woman question at Seneca Falls, New York.10 This momentous first meeting has been memorialized in recent times in the monument to my work created at the National Women’s Rights Park in Seneca Falls.11 There, etched on the walls flowing with water are the words I wrote in the Declaration of Sentiments declaring equality for women in all aspects of social, political, and civil life.

In the Declaration of Sentiments, you will find my panoptic philosophy for the ultimate equality and empowerment of women.12 Included in this broad agenda are attacks on the patriarchal marriage relation and calls for divorce reform so that women could escape unharmonious marriages.13 As I often re-

13. Id. at 79.
peated, liberal divorce laws for oppressed wives are what Canada was for Southern slaves,” especially given the fact that the vast majority of applications for divorce in the late nineteenth century were made by women. During my five decades of agitation, I strongly advocated for the no-fault divorce that I believed was critical to achieving equality and partnership for women within marriages. Others labeled me an advocate of “easy divorce,” yet I hate and repudiate that phrase, and the promiscuous relations it seems to indicate. What I have always insisted on is that the laws of marriage and divorce, whatever they are, shall bear equally on man and woman. As I recounted in my memoirs, Eighty Years and More:

So bitter was the opposition to divorce, for any cause, that but few dared to take part in the discussion. I was the only woman, for many years, who wrote and spoke on the question . . . . I was always courageous in saying what I saw to be true, for the simple reason that I never dreamed of opposition. What seemed to me to be right I thought must be equally plain to all other rational beings.

Of course, it must be said that I never sought the avenue of divorce for myself, having remained married to the lawyer and reformer Henry B. Stanton for over fifty years. During this time,
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I could not have been more “pro-family” as I single-handedly raised seven children.

I summarized the tensions surrounding the proposed national marriage amendment in my testimony before the United States Senate Special Select Committee on Woman Suffrage in 1890:

_There is much anxiety just now being expressed by distinguished statesmen, judges, bishops, lest the foundations of our homes are about to be swept away by liberal divorce laws. So strong is this feeling that a demand has been made on Congress for a national law, that will make the code regulating marriage and divorce homogeneous throughout the states. Congress has already made an appropriation to gather statistics on this question. Carroll D. Wright who was employed to make the report, states that there are 10,000 divorces every year, and other statisticians say the majority are asked for by women._

Beginning in the late nineteenth century, conservative marriage reformers sought to preserve the family and protect against state idiosyncrasies that purported to impose easy divorce upon all the states. Divorce colonies in South Dakota, Indiana, and Iowa raised the ire of church and state leaders nationwide by their alleged promotion of divorce through laws providing short residency requirements and liberal fault grounds for divorce._

20. Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Address of Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton before the United States Senate Special Committee on Woman Suffrage, in behalf of Senate Resolution (Feb. 8, 1890), in STANTON PAPERS, supra note 4, at 28:4, 6.
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uniform national divorce code. The League convinced Congress to fund national statistical studies of marriage and divorce, resulting in the Wright Report of 1887, our first U.S. Census. The results of this report demonstrated an increase in the divorce rate which spurred agitation for a national restriction on divorce.

However, to my mind, the divorce rate per se was not a cause of concern, but perhaps even one for celebration. As two-thirds of the divorces were granted to women on grounds of cruelty and non-support, the laws permitted women’s legal escape from destructive marriages that had so long been denied. The instances of domestic violence and brutal, battering husbands fueled my support of divorce as a necessity for women. There had been several aggravated cases of cruelty to wives among the Dutch aristocracy in my home state of New York. My feelings had been stirred to their depths very early in life by the sufferings of a dear friend of mine, at whose wedding I was one of the bridesmaids. In listening to the facts in her case, my mind was fully made up as to the wisdom of a liberal divorce law. She was married ostensibly to a gentleman, but in reality to a brute. At their marriage a place in New Jersey was given to him worth $60,000—the next day his creditors had it. He stole her jewels, clothes—everything she had. She told me about it. I told her to leave him. Her parents wouldn’t take her back. A year later she appeared, thinly clad, with a baby in her arms, at my door. I took

26. Ironically, the author of these reports, Carroll Wright, came out in favor of divorce. See O’NEILL, supra note 18, at 205. The Congressional studies showed 10,000 divorces in 1887 and 25,000 divorces in 1898. See *MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE*, supra note 23, at 2 (reporting that the congressional censuses showed 122,121 divorces for 1867-1876, 2,065,595 divorces for 1877-1889, 352,263 divorces for 1887-1896, and 593,363 divorces for 1897-1906); Lichtenberger, supra note 24, at 25 (summarizing Department of Labor reports that counted 43,850 divorces in 1867-1870, and 949,746 divorces in 1871-1888 and reported a rising divorce rate of 28 per 100,000 population in 1870 to 112 per 100,000 in 1916). In comparison, the most recent studies from 2003-04 report over 1 million divorces annually. Center for Disease Control, *Births, Marriages, Divorces, and Deaths: Provisional Data for June 2004*, 53 Nat’l Vit. Stats. Rep. No. 11 (Dec. 9, 2004).
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care of her.\textsuperscript{31} We read Milton’s essays on divorce together and were thoroughly convinced as to the right and duty not only of separation, but of absolute divorce.\textsuperscript{32}

Despite my arguments, the national outcry against divorce continued, and, in 1884, congressional leaders responded by proposing a constitutional amendment on marriage.\textsuperscript{33} Concerns over curbing the divorce rate and prohibiting Mormon polygamy sparked the national effort of a uniform marriage standard.\textsuperscript{34} Amendments were continuously proposed over the span of sixty years intended to give Congress the power to enact national marriage and divorce legislation.\textsuperscript{35} It was believed at the time that without such an amendment, Congress lacked the power to legislate on such local matters of marriage and divorce.\textsuperscript{36} Perhaps that assumption no longer holds true as Congress seems to have in fact legislated marriage in the 1996 Defense of Marriage Act.\textsuperscript{37} Nonetheless, the focus of the nineteenth-century movement was on institutionalizing the marriage standard in a federal constitutional amendment. The call for federal action on marriage continued after my death, when President Theodore Roosevelt took up the issue in 1906, stating:

I am well aware of how difficult it is to pass a constitutional amendment. Nevertheless in my judgment the whole question of marriage and divorce should be relegated to the authority of the National Congress. At present the wide differences in the laws of the different States on this subject result in scandals and abuses; surely there is nothing so vitally essential to the welfare of the nation, nothing around which the nation should so bend itself to throw every safeguard, as the home life of the average citizen.\textsuperscript{38}
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\item \textsuperscript{32} REMINISCENCES, supra note 16, at 216.
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\item \textsuperscript{34} BLAKE, supra note 3, at 145.
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\item \textsuperscript{36} MUSMANNO, supra note 3, at 104 (“That the States have absolute jurisdiction over the subjects of marriage and divorce there can be no doubt. No direct mention thereof is made in the Constitution; and the only indirect reference, that which prohibits a State from the impairment of contractual obligations (Art. I, sec. 10), has been construed not to refer to the matrimonial relation.”); Mrs. Edward Franklin White, Deputy Attorney General of Indiana, America’s Need of a Federal Marriage and Divorce Law, in MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE, supra note 23 (“It is the almost unanimous opinion of lawyers who have considered the question that an amendment to the Constitution is necessary to enable Congress to pass such a law.”).
\item \textsuperscript{37} 28 U.S.C. § 1738(c) (2000).
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As is so often said, it seems to be true that history does indeed repeat itself. Thus, it may be that the arguments I articulated over one-hundred years ago continue to be relevant today.

INSTITUTIONAL ANXIETY AND FEDERALIST CONCERNS

The call for a Federal Marriage Amendment in both centuries has thrived upon what Professor Mae Kuykendall has called in this century the “institutional anxiety” of federalism. The fear of opponents of liberalized marriage at each point in time has been that states would be required to recognize marital relationships contrary to the preference of the local community. In the nineteenth century, the institutional anxiety stemmed from interstate conflicts over diverse divorce laws that encouraged migratory divorce and mandated state recognition of such divorces and subsequent marriages under the Full Faith and Credit Clause of the U.S. Constitution. Today, the institutional anxiety argument arises from interstate differences in gay marriage laws created by so-called “activist” judges and the “specter of the Full, Faith and Credit juggernaut” requiring sister state recognition of these laws. As Professor Kuykendall explains, the extensive rhetoric about activist judges asserts that it is problematic for judges to issue non-majoritarian decisions with respect to gay marriage in the guise of judicial review. At bottom, the argument is framed as a concern over anti-democratic action which can be blocked only by federal constitutional amendment, thereby preserving the will of the majority.

It appears, Mr. President, that this is your primary argument in favor of the Federal Marriage Amendment. As you expressed in the January 2004 State of the Union address: “If judges insist
on forcing their arbitrary will upon the people, the only alternative left to the people would be the constitutional process. Our nation must defend the sanctity of marriage.\textsuperscript{44} Members of the Senate and the House of Representatives have echoed this concern of judge-imposed change against the will of the people.\textsuperscript{45} For example, in September 2004, Representative Jo Ann Davis of Virginia decried:

[A]ctivists in the judiciary, as evidenced by the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court deciding that there is no rational reason for restricting the benefits of marriage to heterosexual couples, seem bent on redefining marriage for an entire Nation in direct opposition to the wishes of the vast majority of Americans and with a flagrant disregard for the millennia-old institution of marriage that has been responsible for the successful propagation of the human race.\textsuperscript{46}

Representative Pence of Indiana emphasized his concern with the judiciary's abuse of power:

The United States Supreme Court . . . has in recent decisions signaled a willingness to extend the right of privacy to certain types of behavior which could very well . . . recognize gay marriage . . . . Activist lawyers and their allies in the legal academy over the last decade have devised a strategy to over-ride the public opinion . . . . The activists have . . . literally plotted a State-by-State strategy to increase the number of judicial decisions mandating same sex marriage. The goal is to force the same sex marriage issue on the Nation piecemeal and then to demand the United States Supreme Court order the holdout States to accept and do the same.\textsuperscript{47}

A Federal Marriage Amendment does indeed block judicial action as intended. However, it also produces the negative consequence of blocking democratic experimentation of the local community as it grapples with social issues in the name of pro-

\begin{footnotesize}
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\item[44. ] 2004 State of the Union Address, \textit{supra} note 1.
\item[47. ] \textit{Id.} at H7826 (statement of Rep. Pence).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
gress. In 1932, some years after my death, Justice Brandeis emphasized the national danger in prohibiting such experimentation:

To stay experimentation in things social and economic is a grave responsibility. Denial of the right to experiment may be fraught with serious consequences to the nation. It is one of the happy incidents of the federal system that a single courageous state may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and economic experiments without risk to the rest of the country.\textsuperscript{48}

Such experimentation in legal reform at the state level is a cornerstone of our American democracy and, as I argued, should not be eliminated by a constitutional amendment.

\textit{The Constitutional Straightjacket}

I addressed the concerns of states’ rights in countering the federal marriage amendment in two important articles, \textit{Divorce Versus Domestic Warfare} (1890) and \textit{Are Homogeneous Divorce Laws in All the States Desirable?} (1900):

\textit{There is a demand just now for an amendment to the United States Constitution that shall make the laws of Marriage and Divorce the same in all the States of the Union. As this suggestion comes uniformly from those who consider the present divorce laws too liberal, we may infer that the proposed National Law is to place the whole question on a narrower basis, rendering null and void the laws that have been passed in a broader spirit, according to the needs and experiences in certain sections, of the sovereign people. And here let us bear in mind, that the widest possible law would not make divorce obligatory on anyone, while a restricted law, on the contrary, would compel many living perhaps at one time under more liberal laws, to remain in uncongenial relations.}\textsuperscript{49}

It is clear that a constitutional amendment that restricts the power of states to recognize marriages does not in fact preserve all states’ rights. Instead, it discriminates between the states in favor of the conservative states that seek to restrict marriage.\textsuperscript{50} States with a broader spirit of inclusiveness, such as Iowa and


\textsuperscript{49} ECS, \textit{Divorce Versus Domestic Warfare}, supra note 4, at 560; ECS, \textit{Homogeneous Divorce Laws}, supra note 4, at 407.

\textsuperscript{50} ECS, \textit{Several States}, supra note 4.
Wyoming in my time or Massachusetts and Vermont today, are confined by the constitutional straightjacket that denies respect to their state actions both inside and outside their borders. The creation of such second-class states does not promote federalist concerns of states’ rights, but instead promotes certain states ahead of others. Simply examine the evidence.

**Democracy and Local Experimentation**

In 1890, I argued repeatedly against the federal marriage amendment in articles appearing in several journals and newspapers. My opposition focused on the amendment’s squelching of democratic experimentation in the state laboratories of progress:

> There are many advantages in leaving all these questions, as now, to the States. Local self-government more readily permits on mooted questions, which are the outcome of the needs and convictions of the community. The smaller the area over which legislation extends, the more pliable are the laws. By leaving the States free to experiment in their local affairs, we can judge of the working of different laws under varying circumstances, and thus learn their comparative merits. The progress education has achieved in America is due to just this fact – that we have left our system of public instruction in the hands of local authorities. How different would be the solution of the great educational question of manual labor in the schools, if the matter had to be settled at Washington! The whole nation might find itself pledged to a scheme that a few years would prove wholly impracticable. Not only is the town meeting, as Emerson says, “the cradle of American liberties,” but it is the nursery of Yankee experiment and wisdom.

In the nineteenth century, the local experimentation with marital issues focused on divorce. Legislatures across the country experimented with the appropriate fault grounds for divorce, testing out each new idea as circumstances required. Some states like Indiana experimented with liberal use of fault grounds for divorce including cruelty, desertion, and intemperance. Others, like my home state of New York, permitted divorce only for

---


adultery. I went before the New York legislature in 1860 asking that law be enacted granting divorce for drunkenness, licentiousness and incompatibility of temper, but I failed. You would have thought that I had made a violent attack upon the foundation of the National Government. South Carolina prohibited all divorce and was proud to say it had never granted a divorce since the time of the Revolution. Judge Robert Grant of South Carolina boasted: “What! Model our marriage and divorce laws, the safeguards of the ‘home,’ to suit the idiosyncrasies of ‘highbrows’ or ‘visionaries’ in New York, Massachusetts, or elsewhere?”

However, just as the states were beginning to work through the issues of divorce, conservative foes intervened seeking to curtail this democracy in action by promoting a national law restricting divorce. In proposing an amendment to the national constitution, to make the laws homogeneous from Maine to Texas, the question naturally suggests itself, on what basis should this general law be enacted? On the progressively freer laws of divorce that the true American sovereign of the West will surely demand, or on more restrictive legislation? It is evident that the proponents were inclined to the latter.

Yet the most conservative rule is not always the best. While South Carolina is proud of its history as the only State in the Union where a divorce has not been granted since the Revolution, the marriages there are not necessarily models of marital peace and harmony. For example, South Carolina had a statute regulating the portion of a husband’s property that may be given at death to his concubine. In another example, the South Carolina court was called upon in the case of Jelineau v. Jelineau to resolve the legal issues of maintenance and support raised by the unharmonious cohabitation of a husband, his wife, their child, his female slave, and her child by the husband.

---

54. REMINISCENCES, supra note 16, at 215; ECS, Several States, supra note 4.
55. ECS, Several States, supra note 4; see Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Address on the Divorce Bill Before the Judiciary Committee of the New York Senate (Feb. 8, 1861), in STANTON PAPERS, supra note 4, at 9:1101.
56. ECS, Several States, supra note 4.
57. ECS, Liberal Divorce Laws, supra note 4, at 237.
58. Judge Robert Grant, A Call to a New Crusade, GOOD HOUSE. 42, 143 (Sept. 1921).
59. ECS, Liberal Divorce Laws, supra note 4, at 237.
60. Id.
61. Id. Cady Stanton incorrectly reported that the court compelled this extended family to live on in “peace, purity, and felicity.” Id. at 238. Instead, the court rejected its precedents requiring the resumption of the marital home, and remanded the case for
Moreover, South Carolina cannot hope to preserve its peaceful state of mandated marital unity by way of a federal amendment. For a uniform law creating divorce on any ground threatens the power of that state to prohibit absolute divorce within its own borders. And some incarnations of the federal marriage law would have permitted divorce for adultery, desertion, neglect, and cruelty.\(^\text{62}\)

State experimentation is just as pronounced in today’s issue of same-sex partnerships. The quick reactions at the state level to this important issue have exhibited a range of responses from the local community that are far from unidirectional. For example, Massachusetts now permits gay marriage.\(^\text{63}\) Vermont provides all the legal benefits of marriage under an alternative legal construct of the civil union.\(^\text{64}\) Massachusetts considered this civil union option, but rejected it finding that the civil union status perpetuated the second class citizenship of gay partners.\(^\text{65}\) California has domestic partnerships with enumerated rights of partners to inherit, make medical decisions, and sue for wrongful death.\(^\text{66}\) Hawaii has reciprocal beneficiaries providing limited legal rights for same-sex partners and other dependents such as elderly parents.\(^\text{67}\) Alaska has a constitutional amendment banning gay marriage.\(^\text{68}\) Ohio has a constitutional amendment prohibiting gay marriage, civil unions, and domestic partnerships.\(^\text{69}\) Thus, clearly, there is a diversity of opinion in the United States among the citizens as to what legal status should be given to gay partners. It is simply too early to end the experimentation which began in earnest only at the turn of the millennium.

\(^\text{62}\) MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE, supra note 23, at 5 (reporting on proposed bill of 1923).
\(^\text{64}\) V T. STAT. ANN. tit. 15 §§ 1201, 1204 (adopted 1999); Baker v. Vermont, 744 A.2d 864 (Vt. 1999) (holding that failure of state to provide equal benefits of marriage to same-sex partners violated equality clause of state constitution).
\(^\text{65}\) In re Opinions of the Justices to the Senate, 802 N.E.2d 565 (Mass. 2004).
\(^\text{66}\) CAL. FAM. CODE § 297 (West 2006).
\(^\text{67}\) HAW. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 572C-1 to -7 (adopted 1998).
\(^\text{69}\) OH. CONST. amend. XV, § 11 (adopted December 2, 2004).
Religious Amendment Without Ecclesiastical Consensus

The religious fervor that has fueled the call for a federal amendment proceeds despite the absence of ecclesiastical consensus as to the proper substance of the amendment, as I argued for more than a decade beginning in 1890:

Moreover, as we are still in the experimental stage on this question, we are not qualified to make a perfect law, that would work satisfactorily, over so vast an area as our boundaries now embrace. I see no evidence in what has been published on this question of late by statesmen, ecclesiastics, lawyers, and judges, that any of them have thought sufficiently on the subject, to prepare a well-digested code or a comprehensive amendment to the National Constitution.  

The lack of consensus demonstrated by the various state laws of domestic partnerships is replicated in the debate today within the Protestant church over gay marriage and homosexuality. For example, the Unitarian Church performs and supports same-sex unions. The United Church of Christ permits commitment ceremonies for gay partners, and opposes the Federal Marriage Amendment. The Episcopal Church endorsed a gay bishop, but then saw part of its national congregation secede and continue under the international umbrella of the more conservative Anglican Church. Individual Methodist ministers in Chicago, Nebraska, and San Francisco have performed celebration ceremonies for gay partners. I am not surprised by the Methodists, as they were the first to recognize the inherent equality of partners in marriage by eliminating the word “obey” from the traditional marriage ceremony, as I did in my own wedding ceremony in 1840. The Lutheran Church recently conducted a

---

70. ECS, Divorce Versus Domestic Warfare, supra note 4, at 560–61; ECS, Homogeneous Laws, supra note 4, at 407.
75. Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Address at the Anniversary of the National Woman Suffrage Association, REVOL., May 19, 1870, in STANTON PAPERS, supra note 4, at 22:363; Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s Address at the Decade Meeting, on Marriage and Divorce, Report of the Proceedings of the Twentieth Anniversary Celebration of the Inauguration of the Woman’s Rights Movement, New York, Oct. 20, 1870, in STANTON PAPERS, supra note 4, at 14:1031, 1035; Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Reminiscences, Bishop
nationwide study of its lay members’ opinions on blessing same-sex relationships and ordaining gay clergy. As a result of that study, the Lutheran Church decided not to alter current church policy permitting ordination of celibate gay clergy, yet prohibiting gay marriage. However, it recommended that the church refrain from disciplining conscious objectors in local congregations who approve partnered gay clergy or bless same-sex unions.

Thus, ecclesiastical as well as judicial and legislative authorities are still experimenting with social responses to the reality of gay partners. A federal amendment stops such experimentation in democracy and self-governance and halts social progress in its tracks.

DECONSTRUCTING THE TRUE RELATION OF MARRIAGE

Underlying the pretext of the concern over states’ rights and democratic will, however, is the desire through the Federal Marriage Amendment to “protect marriage and the family” against their purported demise. You made clear, President Bush, in your 2005 State of the Union Address that you supported a constitutional amendment to protect the institution of marriage “because marriage is a sacred institution and the foundation of society.” Our national representatives in the House promise through their “Marriage Protection Act” to “continue to defend one of the most basic institutions of our Nation: the traditional family.”

Janes and the Word Obey, WOMEN’S TRIB., Nov. 8, 1890, in STANTON PAPERS, supra note 4, at 28:725; BANNER, supra note 19, at 22.


77. Id.

78. Id. The larger legislative assembly of the ELCA rejected this proposal in August 2005. It extended the committee’s timeline until 2009 to develop a social statement on human sexuality so that they could “get [their] minds around a very complex topic” given that “the history of sexual ethics is marked by continuity and change.” ELCA Task Force on Human Sexuality Begins Anew (Feb. 10, 2006), available at http://elca.org.


80. 2005 State of the Union Address, supra note 1.

In my day, similar rally cries warned that without such a constitutional amendment on marriage “our homes, our firesides, our sacred family altars, are all about to be swept away.” Yet I would argue that neither same-sex marriage nor divorce is the foe of marriage. Rather, adultery, intemperance, licentiousness are its foes. One might as well speak of medicine as the foe of health. Indeed, same-sex marriage today is advocated as a cure for marital dissention due to its power to infuse the marital construct with notions of equality and reciprocity.

As Professor Nan Hunter explains, same-sex marriage has the broad potential to dismantle the structure of gender at the heart of marriage law. It could fundamentally disrupt the gendered social hierarchy and the dependent roles assigned to partners based on their gendered designation of “husband” or “wife.” What is most unsettling to the status quo about the legalization of lesbian and gay marriage is its potential to expose and denaturalize the historical construction of gender at the heart of marriage. Professor Susan Appleton agrees, suggesting that the prospect of true gender equality is “precisely the consequence that makes same-sex marriage so threatening.”

I recognized a similar threat to the accepted gender norms of marriage in the nineteenth century when women seeking divorce challenged the assigned sex roles of the family. I advanced this point in my address, “Marriage and Divorce,” given in 1870 at the twentieth anniversary celebration of the inauguration of the woman’s rights movement:

John Stuart Mill says the generality of the male sex cannot yet tolerate the idea of living with an equal at the fireside, and here is the secret of the opposition to woman’s equality in the State and the Church; men are not ready to recognize it in the home. . . . Conservatism cries out we are going to destroy the family. Timid reformers answer, the political equality of woman will not change it. They are both wrong. It will entirely revolutionize it. When woman is man’s equal the marriage relation cannot stand on the basis it is on today. But this change

---

82. ECS, Divorce Versus Domestic Warfare, supra note 4, at 567.
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will not destroy it. As human statutes and state constitutions did not create conjugal and maternal love, they cannot annul them. . . . Change is not death, neither is progress destruction.

Gender Discrimination in Marriage

Deconstructing the protection of marriage mantra reveals, at essence, an ideology of gender. As Professor Mae Kuykendall explains in her recent paper, *The President, Gay Marriage, and the Constitution*, these traditional gender roles today tout the importance of opposite gendered male and female role models in the family. The underlying assumption, of course, is that women are significantly different than men in the familial hierarchy. The Vatican recently reaffirmed these sexual differences and questioned modern tendencies to “make homosexuality and heterosexuality virtually equivalent” thereby threatening the family and “its natural two parent structure of mother and father.” Similar sex role arguments were made in the prior national movement for a restrictive standard of marriage and divorce to confine women to their traditional, subjugated role in the family.

The gender ideology essential to the marriage amendment movements can be traced to biblical precepts of traditional gender roles in marriage. The use of the Bible to endorse gender discrimination has been the bane of my existence. Indeed, the culmination of my career was the writing of my book, *The Woman’s Bible*, in which I interpreted the original Greek text of
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the Bible using a feminist lens.\textsuperscript{95} When those who are opposed to all reforms can find no other argument, their last resort is the Bible. It has been interpreted to favor intemperance, slavery, capital punishment, and the subjection of women.\textsuperscript{96} As I explained, the teachings of Jesus,

\begin{quote}
all pointing to the complete equality of the human family, were too far in advance of his age to mould its public opinion. The Church that sprang up at that time took his name, but not his spirit or his principles. We must distinguish between Jesus and the Christian Church—one represents the ideal the race is destined to attain, the other the popular sentiment of its time.\textsuperscript{97}
\end{quote}

The fundamental principles of Bible and Constitution alike favor the complete liberty and equality of all the human family, irrespective of sex, color, caste, class, or condition.\textsuperscript{98} An attempt to restrict marriage to a traditional patriarchal construct that perpetuates inequality based on gender counter to this command of equality, therefore, must be cause for alarm.

\textit{The True Relation of Marriage}

Ultimately, federal regulation of marriage turns upon a proper understanding of the true relation of marriage and its construction under the law. “Marriage is, after all, a complete creation of the law, secular or ecclesiastical.”\textsuperscript{99} The widespread disagreement as to the proper legal construction of marriage countenances against constitutional enshrinement of a single standard. As I expressed in my article, \textit{Divorce Versus Domestic Warfare}, some view marriage as a civil contract, though not governed by the laws of other contracts; some view it as a religious ordinance, a sacrament; some think it a relation to be regulated by the State, others by the Church, and still others think it should be left wholly to the individual. With this wide divergence of opinion among our leading minds, it is quite evident that we are not pre-
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pared for a national law. My own view is that marriage should be transformed from covenant to contract in accordance with my liberal feminist theory of individual autonomy.

I began my attack on the existing legal construct of marriage by debunking the judicial myth of “marriage as a contract” to reveal its conservative underpinnings. The judicial rhetoric that “marriage everywhere is regarded as a civil contract” failed to match the legal treatment of such relations. The courts did not permit the modification of marital contracts between husband and wife, nor did they allow for termination of marital contracts by divorce. Courts did not follow the basic doctrinal requirements for entering a contract, recognizing contracts in the absence of voluntary consent. Thus, my critique of the judicial language of marriage-as-contract, first crafted in an 1854 speech, “focused not on the abstract construct of marriage as a civil contract, but rather on the contradictions inherent in the ways that courts used the construct.” For the long-term effect of such pseudo-contractual reasoning trapped women in marital relations that deprived them of property and self-sovereignty, and from which they could not legally exit.

For these reasons, I opposed judicial endorsement of common-law marriages that recognized marriage apart from the public intent of such parties to legally solemnize such relations. I argued that marriage should be treated the same as all other contracts:

If you regard marriage as a civil contract, then let it be subject to the same laws which control all other contracts. Do not make it a kind of half-human, half-divine institution, which you may build up but cannot regulate. Do not, by your special legislation for this one kind of contract, involve yourselves in the grossest absurdities and contradictions.
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I supported stricter laws regulating the age of consent for entry into marriage above the common law of the nineteenth century allowing a girl of twelve and a boy of fourteen to consent to marriage. On what principle, I would ask, should the party on whom all the inevitable hardships of marriage must fall, be the younger to enter the relation? Girls do not get their full growth until twenty-five, and are wholly unfit at fifteen for the trials of maternity.

In 1888, the United States Supreme Court clarified the hazy misimpression created by the marriage-as-contract language in endorsing the status construct of marriage. In *Maynard v. Hill*, the Court cited with favor state court opinions explaining the extra-contractual nature of marriage: “The statute declares it a civil contract, as distinguished from a religious sacrament, and makes the element of consent necessary to its legal validity, but its nature, attributes, and distinguishing features it does not interfere with or attempt to define. It is declared a civil contract for certain purposes, but it is not thereby made synonymous with the word ‘contract’ employed in the common law or statutes.” The Supreme Court held that marriage is “more than a mere contract”; it is an “institution subject to the sovereign power of the state to maintain the morals and civilization of society.” In so holding, the Court affirmed the state’s ability to control the marital institution, thereby enhancing support for proponents of nationalized control over marriage.

However, in the one hundred years since *Maynard*, the dominant trend in the law has been towards conceptualizing marriage as contract rather than status. “The rise of the marriage contract, with its recognition of some power of personal choice and some right of individual liberty accorded to women, is the suggestive clue to the course of social evolution which in any given era outlines the terms of legal marriage.”
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construct of marriage as a contract is clearly evidenced by the uniform acceptance of no-fault divorce, prenuptial contracts, and separation agreements.\textsuperscript{115} Given this significant legal evolution, it would seem that the government’s ability to continue to control the marriage relation and its attendant privileges is more tenuous than ever. For in the absence of an institutional status for marriage, the state is divested of its power to restrict the individual freedoms and privileges of the partners choosing the marital relation.\textsuperscript{116}

I have argued since 1860 that marriage should be considered a contract made by equal parties to lead an equal life, with equal restraints and privileges on either side.\textsuperscript{117} As I repeated thirty years later, the question of Divorce, like Marriage, should be settled as to its most sacred relations, by the parties themselves, neither the State nor the Church having any right to meddle therein. As to property and children, it must be viewed and regulated as a civil contract.\textsuperscript{118} Thus, I departed from the contemporaneous pronouncements of the U.S. Supreme Court in constructing the true relation of marriage as one of individual contract rather than governmental status.

I have been accused of saying “the State has nothing to do with either marriage or divorce.”\textsuperscript{119} But that is not the argument I make. I have recognized the wisdom of laws governing the marriage relation—any person of common sense must see the necessity of laws.\textsuperscript{120} I argue, however, that marriage should be regarded as a civil contract, entirely under the jurisdiction of the State. The less latitude the Church has in our temporal affairs, the better.\textsuperscript{121} The state retains a role in regulating the marriage relationship in the same manner as all contracts, ensuring that the contract is created based on the clear intent of the parties and providing for
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the consequences of the breach of that contract. As I have said, marriage should be subject to the restraints and privileges of all other contracts. The law properly regulates for the breach of marital contracts governing the rights of property, inheritance, support, and alimony.

My views on the true relation of marriage as one of contract, rather than status or covenant find support today in the scholarship of Professor Martha Fineman. Fineman has asserted that “adults should be free to fashion the terms of their own relationships and rely on contract as the means of so doing, effectively replacing the marital status.” In her view, “there is no reason for the state to be involved in the articulation and imposition of the [marital] terms any more than it would be involved in the enforcement of contracts in general.” Professor Fineman thus takes a page from my book in arguing that the law should substitute the construct of contract for that of status in regulating intimate adult relations such as marriage.

Others have criticized my construct of marriage as a contract, prophesying the doom of marriage as the foundation of civilization and the propagation of meretricious relations. Indeed the accusation of “free love” and the promiscuous relations it implies have often been hurled at women’s rights advocates to discredit the movement seeking equality in intimate relations. Free love is the greatest of all bugbears to Woman’s Rights. So far as I am concerned I have always been too busy to think about such a thing, and have never found time to love more than one man. I have been asked if I believe in “free love.” If by “free love” you mean promiscuity, I do not. I believe in monogamic marriage. If by “free love” you mean freedom in love, then I be-
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lieve.\textsuperscript{130} Whenever compulsion and restraint, whether of the law or of a dogmatic and oppressive public opinion, are removed, whatever results will be free love.\textsuperscript{131}

Clearly then, I do not argue against marriage itself, as demonstrated by my own marriage of over half a century. Our troubles do not arise so much from marriage in itself, for that seems to be the natural state of the human family, and there is no doubt more happiness in marriage than out of it.\textsuperscript{132} But is marriage a success? Yes as much of a success as any other human institution. Like government and religion it is an outgrowth of ourselves, imperfect in our present stage of development, but improving as individual men and women grow in knowledge and wisdom. Before we shall have happy marriages we must educate men and women into a clear idea of individual rights; the exact limit of their own and the vital point where they begin to infringe on the rights of another.\textsuperscript{133}

I hope that this recollection of the past has shed some light upon the dark question of denying equality of rights to citizens of the United States in the marriage relation. From these considerations our wisest course seems to be to leave these questions wholly to the civil rather than to the cannon law, the jurisdiction of the several States rather than the nation.\textsuperscript{134} The drastic mistakes threatened in the past by proposed marriage amendments were averted by the collective wisdom for more than sixty years. It is my hope that such collective wisdom will once again prevail and block attempts to enshrine a single view of marriage into the United States Constitution for all people, for all time.
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